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For in that day, as there was the pulling between the sons of the Law of One and the sons of Belial,
so you find it in this time, in this day…. There come those changes as have been spoken of and
have begun. And we would see that those of the trembling of the Earth or the earthquakes that
have come, would continue, proceeding to the northward along that fault in the west, and changing,
altering the conditions of this area.

Now we find these not coming suddenly, nor quickly. There is time. Yet these changes
must come that the condition, that the face of this Earth must be altered, that this Earth will
be reformed, that this atmosphere will be cleared. And over those periods of changes, we
find the beginning of much volcanic activity, particularly then, of the tremblings, the falling
away of that land on the West Coast and of particularly of all of California, that it will go,
must go, into the sea, and northern portions of the Eastern Coast here, and many in this
area.
Now that portion on which you now sit will be under water in that period of twenty years. Then you
have some time, as you would see, that these would develop. Yet during these times of the
formation, see all that occurs on this plane, for much is occurring here. For as has been warned,
those people will flee to the mountains, that they would be protected.
Now if you would listen, listen not to one prophet, not to what one man would say, but read in your
Scriptures and see those words of old and the many who have appeared and warned here, the
many of the different faiths, in those ways that have been described. And described in this manner,
that those of the chosen people or those having memory of being among those, walking among
those in this time, return now to that place and attempt to set up that kingdom and to the honor of
the one God, will attempt to rebuild that Temple.
Now as there is the taking of that Mount and the destruction of that Temple now placed, then look
for the beginning of that war of wars. For as there is the destruction of that Holy Place now set on
the Mount and the attempt to rebuild the Temple of Solomon, so in that time will there be set in
conflict, man against man, for religious purposes, religious causes.
And would you learn from history? Then see that that occurred in Atlantis. And has it not often
been described and in the other places, that that law, that war that come and was the destruction
of that time, was concerning the beliefs within the self. Or the sons of the Law of One and the sons
of the Law of Belial, pulling then apart within the self. And will be that war for no other cause, but
rather for the belief, for the religion, for the attempts of these to convince the others and pull this
way and that.
So that in the destroying here and the rebuilding of the Temple will be the fighting with passion, and
will be the resentment of the many nations, saying this one has usurped that that was holy to
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another. And there will be the joining in of the many nations, the many powers here, will be
centered in their concentration on this point in the East. Yet two more battles before this come, two
more wars in that area, and you will find that holocaust upon you.
Now understand that which occurs in the period of the earthquake, for has occurred each time. As
the Earth would break open on this plane, you would see as if this were chakra of the body, of the
Earth, or this were energy center. And in the breaking open of the Earth, as it happened in the time
of Christ, at the time of the crucifixion of the Master, so did the Earth open. And in that time of the
opening, so was there the rending of the veil between the physical and the spiritual. And so will
occur in this time. In the beginning of that war of wars, so will there be that rending of the veil. And
you will see no difference between those walking alive in the physical body and those of the dead
that would rise up or would walk from the graves and those places where they are found and would
walk among you.
Now understand, this has occurred even in this time, in this day, in that portion of South America.
That you have so seen it happen, that in the rending of the veil, those of the bodies or the third eye,
as you express within the physical, is opened. And these are unaware to deal with reality and are
unable to deal with that which they see. For there is not separation between the reality and the
unreality. Then these begin taking the lives.
Now if you would understand truth, then study that rate of suicide that came following those quakes
and the times in the south of America or in Greece or in those times of recent that there have been
the quakes in your plane.
Now understand we give for this reason, that in the rending of the veil in that time, in the beginning
of the building of the Temple, so will you see among you those that appear as spirits or have been
dead. And these take a part, then, a portion of the fighting that will come. And this has been
described by those writers of the Scripture, as that time of Armageddon and is that time of the
ending here or the transformation of all that is.
And if you would wonder concerning that that is preached about or that rapture of the church that is
called, is described in this manner, we would have you see that these are not so far off, that that
you have considered superstition and those that have been ridiculed among the Bible preachers,
you would see in this manner. That it is simply necessary that this plane be altered to a higher state
of all that is. And if one, then would change dimension suddenly, so would he be caught up, to be
with the Christ in the air, as described as the rapture of the church, then.
Understand these as levels of understanding or as manners, methods of teaching. So these are
not so far wrong. But understand, these happen according to Divine Universal Law, according to
natural law. Understand that all that operates in God's Universe would operate according to the
laws of God, including God Himself….
Then prepare. Be ready. For that that come as civil war in this day will not be between one area
and another of the country, but rather brother against brother in the streets with no division as to
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portions thereof, but rather according to the beliefs. … So will you find occurring in your own land
and weakening this place that would be attacked of another. And we see that capital being moved
to a more northern position, northwest, into the northwest. And in those times will this nation rally
and stand again to the feet and begin to fight with the sons of the Law of One.
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